or
we got your next big savings covered...

Do more with

KLOUDSKY

Next Generation Multi Services Platform

R

Description
Electricity is one of the most expensive resources that you had no control or idea
until the bill is received at the end of the month. Monitor usage with graphs from
day one. Find out phase imbalances, when and where maximum demand is hit.
Know your bill and get alerts when reaching thresh-hold levels and more...

On Mobile
We know electricity is not the only thing you are going to monitor on your mobile
and we know that there will be 1000's of other sensors that you will monitor. We
also know that you cannot have 1000's of mobile apps to monitor 1000's of
sensors. That's why we have first developed HAZER platform so that you can
monitor any sensor including electricity on the same mobile app.

Reporting
Real-time graphs will give you a
snap shot of what is going on in
detail so that you can make
accurate

decisions.

Compare

hours, months, years, demand or
seasonalities.

You

will

know

exactly how to manage one of
your most expensive resources.

Specification
We have designed one system that fits to 1 Amp to 3000 Amps and single or
three phase environments. Our hardware are plug and play and standardised to
easily fit inside standard cabinet and uses only two din rail units. Sub unit
monitoring is possible and our power bars fit on circuit breakers without taking
any additional space.

ONe system that fits all
1amp- 3000amp
1 phase or 3 phase
wireless communication

Do more with Telematics...

KLOUD-SHUTTLE

KLOUD-Guard
Telematics based security patrol monitoring system

No more waiting for your pickup...

Backed by

KLOUDCARE

KLOUDIP
3 Germay Dr. Unit 4 #4725
Wilmington, DE 19804, USA.
Phone: +1-212-871-9012

No. 1/8, 1st Lane, Bandaranayaka
Avenue, Panadura 12500, Sri Lanka.
Phone: +94-11-212-7040

sales@kloudip.com

www.kloudip.com
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